---------- Forwarded message --------From: DBE Student Council <dbestudentcouncil@dbe-du.org>
Date: Thu, 30 Dec 2021 at 2:18 PM
Subject: Invitation | MBA Aspirant Summit: Decoding B-School
To:

Hello All,
Greetings from the Department of Business Economics, University of Delhi!
The University of Delhi pioneered the MBA (Business Economics) in 1973, under
the Department of Business Economics, and is patterned on the lines of a similar
program at Harvard Business School.
Our department provides dual specialization in:
- Quantitative Techniques in Business( Analytics)
- Marketing and Distribution
- Finance
So we cordially invite you to...

MBA Aspirant Summit: Decoding B-School
As the corporate world is highly dynamic, ambitious students face a dilemma and
might scrounge through external sources to get directed guidance. Thus, the student
council of the Department of Business Economics, University of Delhi aims to
declutter the noise around one of the eccentric courses called MBA (Business
Economics) with their flagship event called „Decoding B-School’.
Since MBA is a rigorous journey, we are organizing this summit to help you decode
the process with the following sessions:


Session 1

Topic: How can an MBA change your life?
MBA seems like a pervasive option, for someone who is fresh out of an undergraduate
program or for someone who is looking for a career leap. To be able to comprehend what
lies ahead one needs to introspect and ask “Why MBA”? And “How would it help me?”. Our
session aims at answering these questions.
 Session

2

Topic: Life After DBE
A panel discussion consisting of four alums who will be discussing their current posts and
the journey traversed, how DBE helped them. How can one incorporate all of one‟s learnings
and experience gained during these two years at DBE into real corporate life?
 Session

3

Topic: Journey towards MBA
MBA is a course where you make the best of it. It's a tiring continuous journey but it is all
worth it. Our session aims at acting as a guide for those who are about to kick start this

journey filled with learnings and how they can make the most of each step involved till they
land their dream job.

Venue: Zoom
Meeting
Link: https://us06web.zoom.us/j/82049015262?pwd=V3hEd2RMZ1RpcGVqejRGNHl
VdHFKdz09
Meeting ID: 820 4901 5262
Passcode: 217004

Benefits upon registration:
 Certificate of Participation
 Exclusive interview preparation material
 Pre-MBA Preparation Tips and Tricks

Event Registration Link: https://forms.gle/M3wZ7ia5x21EYQ6h8
Also, check out the following:
 Registration

link for MBA at DBE (The last date for registration is 8th
January'2022)
 Placement Statistics for batch 2022
 Telegram for Admission Queries
 Know Everything About DBE
For any queries, you can write back to us.
Warm Regards
Student Council
MBA (BE) | Department of Business Economics
University of Delhi - South Campus
Benito Juarez Road, Dhaula Kuan - 110021

Department of Business Economics
University of Delhi
Presents

‘MBA Aspirant Summit’

DECODING B-SCHOOL
Details
4th January 2022, Tuesday, 6:00PM Onwards
Venue: Zoom

CONQUERING THE FUTURE
As the corporate world is highly dynamic, ambitious students face a
dilemma and might scrounge through external sources to get directed
guidance.
Thus, the student council of Department of Business Economics,
University of Delhi aims to declutter the noise around one of the eccentric
courses called MBA (Business Economics) with their flagship event called
‘Decoding B-School’.

Opening Note| 6:00 PM – 6:10PM
By the President of the Department

Session 1| 6:10PM – 6:50PM
Topic: How can MBA change your life?
MBA seems like a pervasive option, for someone who is fresh out of an undergraduate
program or for someone who is looking for a career leap. To be able to comprehend
what lies ahead one needs to introspect and ask “Why MBA”? And “How would it help
me?”. At times we will have to source answers from an external voice. Our session
aims at answering these questions.

Fun Activity | 6:50PM- 7:00PM
Session 2| 7:00PM- 7:40 PM
Topic: Life After DBE
Contrary to the popular sentiment, a good cat score won’t land you everything,
admission is just the beginning. At DBE, WE focus on a complete package of Summer
Placements, Final Placements and then firming your position at your dream company.
Our panel consists of four alumni who will be discussing their current posts and the
journey traversed, how DBE helped them. How can one incorporate all of one’s
learnings and experience gained during these two years at DBE into real corporate
life? A full-time course of MBA (BE) is unique to DBE for how it gives an edge to its
students over other working professionals.

Session 3| 8:00PM- 8:40 PM
Topic: Journey towards MBA
Landing a seat at a coveted B-school is not always easy as the entry ticket to it called
CAT is among the most competitive examinations in the country with over 2 Lakh
people religiously preparing and taking the exam every year. However, giving CAT is
an essential condition but it is not sufficient as it can kickstart your journey but you
will have to keep fueling it by acquiring quality subject knowledge and polishing
communication skills.
MBA is a course where you make the best of it. It's a tiring continuous journey but it
is all worth it. Our session aims at acting as a guide for those who are about to kick
start this journey filled with learnings and how they can make the most of each step
involved till they land their dream job.

Closing Note| 8:40 PM – 8:50 PM
By the Vice President of the Department

